For a based, l-connected, finite CW-complex X, we study the following subgroups of the group of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalences of X: E,(X), the subgroup of homotopy classes which induce the identity on homology groups, E*(X), the subgroup of homotopy classes which induce the identity on cohomology groups and &,d'"fr(X), the subgroup of homotopy classes which induce the identity on homotopy groups in dimensions < dim X + T. We investigate these groups when X is a Moore space and when X is a co-Moore space. We give the structure of the groups in these cases and provide examples of spaces for which the groups differ. We also consider conditions on X such that E,(X) = E*(X) and obtain a class of spaces (including compact, oriented manifolds and H-spaces) for which this holds. Finally, we examine E,"'"+'(X) for certain spaces X and completely determine the group when X = S" x S" and X = CP'"VS2". 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
If X is a based topological space, let E(X) denote the set of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalences of X. Then E(X) is a group with group operation given by composition of homotopy classes. The group E(X) and certain natural subgroups are fundamental objects in homotopy theory and have been studied extensively. For a finite CW-complex X, these subgroups include E,(X), the subgroup of homotopy classes which induce the identity on the homology groups of X, E*(X), the subgroup of homotopy classes which induce the identity on the cohomology groups of X and ldim fr (X), the subgroup of homotopy classes which induce the identity on the homotopy # groups of X in dimensions < dim X + r. For a survey of known results and applications of E(X), see [l] , and for a list of references on the subgroups mentioned above, see [2, pp. la.
In this paper we investigate the subgroups E,(X), E*(X) and ?$m+r (X). We give examples for which the groups are different and present some general results which show when they are the same. In addition, we completely determine these groups in several specific cases,
We now briefly summarize the contents of this paper. Section 2 contains some useful results which will be needed in later sections. We first state several classical theorems such as the universal coefficient theorem for homotopy groups with coefficients and the Blakers-Massey theorem. We then consider Moore spaces, i.e., spaces with a single nonvanishing homology group, and give some elementary results about them. In Section 3
we study E,(X), E*(X) and E#dim+r(X) when X is a Moore space and determine these groups completely. In Section 4 we examine co-Moore spaces Y, i.e., spaces with a single nonvanishing cohomology group, and calculate the groups E,(Y), E*(Y) and E:"'+'(Y) for T = 0, 1. The results in Sections 3 and 4 provide us with many examples which show the possibilities for the groups E,, I* and E#dim '?. In Section 5 we consider spaces X such that I,(X) = E*(X). W e 6 yh ow that compact, oriented manifolds, H-spaces and spaces with certain homological restrictions all have this property. In Section 6 we examine the groups &#dim +' (X) for specific spaces X in order to illustrate the varied behavior of these groups. In particular, we completely determine I#dim fr(Sm x P) and P"+r(CP v P). # For the remainder of this section we present our notation and conventions. All topological spaces will be based and have the based homotopy type of a finite, l-connected CW-complex. All maps and homotopies will preserve base points. If f : X --f Y is a map, then fen : Hn(X) 4 H,(Y), fgn. : rrn(X) + T,(Y) and f"" : P(Y) + EP(X) denote, respectively the induced homology, homotopy and cohomology homomorphism in dimension n. The subscript or superscript 'n' will often be omitted. In this paper we do not distinguish notationally between a map X + Y and its homotopy class in IX, Y].
If G is an abelian group and n 3 3 an integer, then the Moore space M(G, n) is the space, unique up to homotopy type, characterized by If G is free-abelian, M(G, n) is just a wedge of n.-spheres. In general, the construction of M(G, n) is as follows: Let G = s/PI, where 5 is free-abelian and 9% c 3 is a subgroup. The inclusion R 2 5 induces a map j : M(!_R, n) -+ M(5, n), and M(G, n) is the mapping cone of j. Thus we have the defining cojibre sequence of M(G, n):
Note that when G is finitely-generated, M(G, n) is a finite CW-complex of dimension n if G is free-abelian and of dimension n + 1 if G is not free-abelian. It is known [3, p. 268, 2691, that T~+~ (M(G, n)) = G @ & for n 3 3
and that x,+z(M(G, n)) is an extension of Tor(G, &) by G @ & for n > 4. Since M(G, n) is a double suspension, the set of homotopy classes [M(G, n), X] can be given abelian group structure with binary operation '+'. Then rrn(G; X) = [M(G, n), X] is called the nth homotopy group of X with coefficients in G. The group of self-homotopy equivalences E(M(G, n)) of a Moore space has been studied by Rutter in [9] .
Finally, if A is an abelian group, we write CD A = A@...@A (r summands).
We also use '@' to denote Cartesian product of sets.
Preliminaries
We begin with some well-known results. The first is the universal coefficient theorem for homotopy with coefficients [5, p. 301. Theorem 2.1. There is a short exact sequence 0 --f Ext(G, nn+, (X)) ---f -/m(G;X) 2 Hom(G,T,(X)) + 0,
where X(f) = f#n : G M r,(M(G, n)) + 7rn(X).
We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. Let f, g : M(G, n ) -+ M(G', n) be maps and let G be free-abelian. Then f = g @ f*n = g*n.
Next we have the Blakers-Massey theorem [5, p. 491.
Theorem 2.3. Given a cojibration X A E 4 Y with X (k -I)-connected and Y (e -I)-connected, k, e 3 2. Then for any abelian group G and all m < k -t e-2, there
is an exact sequence
If G is free-abelian, then the sequence is exact for m < k + 4 -2.
We also will need the following proposition. ~a+, (R M(Z', n)) 3 7rn+, (8; M(G', n)) 3 riT,+, (8; M(%',n + 1)).
Since q;(b) = 0, b = i;(a) = i'a for some a E rr,+,(%; M(S',n)). Hence f = bq = i'aq. 0
Next we consider abelian groups G, and G2 and Moore spaces Ml = M(GI , n I) and M2 = M (Gz,nz) . 
Moore spaces
In this section and the next we study the self-homotopy equivalences of Moore and co-Moore spaces by means of 2 x 2 matrices. This method was used earlier by Sieradski to study the self-homotopy equivalences of a Cartesian product [ 111. Let G be a finitelygenerated abelian group and write G = F @ T, where F is a free-abelian group of rank r and T is a finite abelian group. We consider the Moore space X = M(G, n) = M(F. n) v M(T, n) f or n 3 3. We set MI = M(F, n) which is a wedge of r n-spheres, and A12 = M(T, n) which is a wedge of spaces of the form M(Z,, n) = 5'" U, en+l. Throughout this section X will denote the Moore space M(G, n) = Ml V M2.
We now let f E [X,X] and use the notation of Section 2 so that f3k = pj f ik E [Mk, M,], for j, Ic = 1,2. Then f E E(X) * f *n is an isomorphism. By Propositions 2.6 and 2.7, we can identify f E E(X) with the 2 x 2 matrix
and f22 E E(M2). The group structure in E(X) is then given by matrix multiplication. Now we investigate the subgroup E*(X) = {f E &(X) ( f*i = 1, for all i} of E(X). Then f E E*(X) @ ~II = 1, f21 = 0 and f22 E E,(M2). If f,g E E,(X), then Furthermore,
where r is the rank of G and s is the number of 2-torsion summands in G. In addition, generators of E,(X) consist of all wherecu= l,... 7Tandp,y,S= l,..., s.
Proof. We have f E 8, (X) w fen = 1. By Proposition 2.7, this is equivalent to f11 E &(MI) = 1, f22 E &*(Mz) and f 21*n = 0: F ---$ T. But by Corollary 2.2 the latter implies f2t = 0: Ml ---f iLf2. This proves the first assertion. Thus I,(X) C E*(X) (which is easily proven directly) and so the formula for f g follows from Theorem 3.1. We next see that E, (hJ2) z 2, (Af2). There is a bijection p : 2, (A&) + E, (MI) defined by p(g) = g + 1, for g E 2, (Af2). We show that p is a homomorphism: Finally, it is straightforward to verify that the elements described in Theorem 3.2 are generators. 0 Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.2 shows that E,(X) is always abelian and is the trivial group if and only if G has no 2-torsion. We also note that the decomposition of E, (X) into a direct sum of Zz's could have been obtained directly using the isomorphism E,(X) cz Z,(X).
We next compare r,(X) and r*(X). Let and so E*(X) is a semi-direct product of E, (X) by Hom(F, T).
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, p is a homomorphism. Furthermore, Kernel p = Image L. We define a homomorphism 0 : Hom( F: T) 4 E*(X) such that pa = 1. Let a : F -+ T be a homomorphism and 2: MI 4 111, be the corresponding homotopy class. Then we set 1 0 C(a) = z 1 0 ( > Remark 3.5.
(1) The order of the group E*(X) is given by I&*(X)1 = ITI' x 2('f")S.
(2) Proposition 3.4 gives examples of Moore spaces X = M(G, n) such that E,(X) # E*(X). Simply take any G = F @ T with F # 0 and T # 0.
(3)
As a consequence we have the following partial realization result for &*: If A is any finite abelian group without 2-torsion, there is a space X such that E*(X) E A.
Just set X = M(Z @ A: n).
We next determine the extension in Proposition 3.4. We use the notation of Theorem 3. Proof. If G is torsion-free, dimX = n and the theorem follows easily. Now assume T # 0 so that dim X = n + 1.
(1) If f : X + X, then f#71 = 1 ti SllL = 1 by the Hurewicz theorem. Therefore it suffices to show f E E,(X) + fgn+l = 1. Consider the defining cofibre sequence M($,n) A X 5 M(%,n + 1) of X. By Proposition 2.5, f = 1 + iaq for some a:M(!x,n+ 1) + M(S:n). But f#,L+~ = 1 + &+I(L#,+I~#~+I. However, G @ Z& = 7rn+l (X) '"2' nrL+l (nJ(% n + 1)) = 8, and so q#n+l = 0.
(2) We have E#dim+' (X) C E,(X). First note that if G has no 2-torsion, then &d'"+'(X) = 1 # since E,(X) = 1. Now suppose that G has s summands of 2-torsion, in a generator of &, &i = 0 for all i. Thus a, = 0. The proof of (ii) is similar and hence omitted. 0
Co-Moore spaces
Let G be a finitely-generated abelian group and write G = F @ T, where F is freeabelian of rank r and T is a finite group. Let n > 3 and denote by C(G, n) the co-Moore space of type (G, n) defined by
We note that C(G, n) = M(F, n) V M(T, n -1). We adopt the following notation in this section: Y denotes C(G, ,n) with n 3 4, MI denotes hl(F, n) and Mi denotes M(T: n -1). The prime in A$ is to distinguish AZ; from Al, = M(T, n) of Section 3. is a bijection compatible with multiplication (i.e., composition and matrix multiplication).
In this section we investigate E*(Y), E,(Y) and &Idimft(Y). The discussion of E*(Y) and I,(Y) is completely analogous to that of E,(X) and E*(X) in Section 3. Therefore we state most of the results without proof. However, see Remark 4.9 for another approach. Next we consider E#dim (Y). Note that Y = Mt V &fl has dimension n and so &2m -tt (Y)
is the set of all f E E(Y) such that f#i = 1 for i 6 72 + t. where X(g) = g#n. Since Ext(F, rriT,+t (kfi)) = 0, X is an isomorphism. Thus f21#n = 0 @ f21 = 0.
This completes the proof, 0 We make some remarks on the preceding results. (1)
(2) Thus we define stable groups of equivalences by &:if(G) = &,(M(G, n)) and E,;M(G) = E*(hil(G,n)), f or all n 3 3. Similarly for co-Moore spaces C(G, n) with n 3 4, we obtain stable groups Eitc(G) and &d&(G). Now let X = M(G,n) be a Moore space and X" be the N-dual of X. Then X' is a co-Moore space C(G, N -n). Furthermore, for any spaces A and B, the group of stable homotopy classes {A, B} is isomorphic to the group {B*, A*} under an isomorphism that reverses composition.
From this we easily obtain that I&(G)
1s anti-isomorphic to 8$(G). Thus we conclude that E, (Af( G, n)) M &* (C( G, n)). By starting with a co-Moore space and taking its N-dual, we similarly conclude that E, (C(G, n,) = I* (M(G, n)). @Ext(T,7~(@)) But 7r1(M;) = r(T), h w ere r is Whitehead's quadratic functor (see [14] and [3, p. 2681 ). Thus we have E*(Y) RZ (&jr(T)) Wxt(W(T)). Thus f E I,""+'(Y) ti J2#n+, = 0 and fz~#~+t = 1. But the latter is equivalent to f22 E &p +' (Mi) . Therefore this is equivalent to f22 = 1 by Theorem 3.8 since n > 4. Now consider fi2 : hfi 4 iIf, and set h = ft2. Then Mi = M&, V Mb = N( V . ' V NL V M& and we consider hj kf; : Mj, 4 Ml. We have that 7rn+i (M&) = 0 since it is an extension of Tor(P &) by P @ Z:2 according to Section 1. Therefore We have pphk, = rn,pqa for some m,p = 0, 1, . ,2"--1. It follows that (p&k)+& = m,oqui, = 0.
Choose z E 7rn+1 (A$) such that qa#(z) = qn E n-,+1(P). Then (&&A#(~) = %#A&) = m,prln.
Thus (pphk,)# = 0 if and only if rn,o is even. Therefore those maps f12 : Mu -Ml such that (jl~)#~+l = 0 are precisely those such that ppf12ko/ = m,pqa for m,p = 0,2 ,..., 2"n-2,where~=1,..., sandp=l,..., T. q
We have T = T' @ P, where T' = Z!&K 6~ . . @ Zp,, and we denote by 2T' the subgroup of T' which is represented in each component by an even integer. (1) ZfX is an H-space, then E,(X) = E*(X).
(2) If X is a compact, oriented manifold, then E,(X) = E*(X).
Proof.
(1) Browder proved that X is a Poincare complex [6, p. 311.
(2) By the PoincarC duality theorem [8, p. 3651 , X is a Poincare complex. 0
Now let X be a space and for every n > 0 write
where F, is a free-abelian group and T, is a finite group. Then the difference f* -1 = LOT, for some homomorphism 0 : F, ---f T,_I Thus if Hom(F,,T,_,) = 0, f' = 1, and so E,(X) C E*(X). (2) This is proved as in (1) using the universal coefficient theorem which expresses homology in terms of cohomology (see the proof of Proposition 5.1). 0
The following corollary gives two extreme cases of Proposition 5.3.
Corollary 5.4.
(1) Zf Hi(X) has no torsion for all i > 0, then L(X) = E*(X).
is ajinite group for all i > 0, then E,(X) = &*(X).
Homotopy equivalences which induce the identity on homotopy groups
From earlier sections it is not clear if there exist spaces X with E,"(X) # 1, where &,-(X) = r) E,d'"+t(X). t>o
We show that such examples exist. The proof shows that Image X = &ii"' +t (S" x S") for all t 3 0. 'q(S2
x Sn) x n,+z(S*) @ 222: and E#"(S3 x Y) = n,+3(S3) @7bL+3(Sn).
Next we show that E$"(X) can be infinite while Eiim+' (X) is trivial. is the group of homotopy classes of differential graded algebra automorphisms 4 : M (k) -+ M(k) such that for every free algebra generator z of M(k), 4(x:) = 2 + x, where X is a decomposable element of M(k). With subscripts denoting degree, the free algebra generators of M(2n + 1) are uz, 'uz~+', 1~2~ and yzn+' with differential d given by du = 0, dx = 0, dv = unf' and dy = xu. Then each element of Ep+' (M) is represented by a differential graded algebra automorphism & : M(2n + 1) + M(2n + 1) which is the identity on u, 'u and y and such that 4,(x) = x + qun for some rational q E Q. Hence zu = dy = d@,(y)) = &d(y) = (x + qzP)u = xu + qzP+'.
Thus q = 0, and so &p+'(M) = 1. But by [7] , th ere is a rationalization homomorphism Efm +' (X) + E'"+'(M). It follows that &iim+'(X) is a finite group. Since Edim+' (X) C @"(X) =" Z, we have that E,d'"+'(X) = 1. # 0
We mention another example, taken directly from [2, Proposition 6.31. Example 6.4. If U(e) denotes the unitary group and X is the homogeneous space u(n)/(Q') x .'. x qn/J), where n' ,< ... < nk and n -(n' +. + 721;) > 2, then @m+t(X) is infinite for every t 3 0.
We close with a conjecture regarding the stability of the groups &#dim +"(X). Conjecture 6.5. If X is a finite CW-complex, then there exists an integer N such that Edim +"(x) = E#dim +N(x) # for all t > N.
Clearly this is true if E#dim+s(X) is finite for some s.
